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expopharm
September 14–17, 2022
Return to:
colorbirds GmbH
Steinstraße 52 81667 München Germany
Tel. +49 89 998209580 Fax +49 89 998209589
info@colorbirds.de

Closing date: July 29, 2022

Exhibitor

Hall / Stand no.

VAT no.

Contact

Street / P.O. Box

E-mail

Country / Town / Postcode

Tel. with area code and ext.

colorbirds provides you with the perfect framework conditions for your exhibition
stand with a love of detail and a high level of professionalism and creativity. Merely
attractive is not good enough for us. Our standards are higher than that. We take
sufficient time and train the men and women working for us to suit the specific task
prior to their deployment.
Our services in detail
– personal advice on the implementation of your ideas
– provision of comp cards for personnel selection
– you can contact us prior to and during the event on a 24-hour basis
– comprehensive on-site project management on request
– option of additionally hiring business attire and accessories
– personnel trained to suit specific tasks and company needs
We would be pleased to provide you with a non-binding quotation for:

Female

Fax with area code and ext.

Deployment times (including breaks)
Briefing on site on day prior to event (up to 2 hours)
On trade-show days
First day		

from

to

no. of hours

Subsequent days

from

to

no. of hours

Last trade-show day

from

to

no. of hours

Dress code requirements
Standard (trouser suit / ladies‘ suit black, white blouse)

Hosts / Hostesses / Promoters / Models
Male

Outdoor exhibition area / Block

Outfits to be supplied by exhibitor

No. of persons

Rental outfits from colorbirds

Duties
Information / Reception

Promotion

Exhibition stand support

VIP care

Presentation

■ Important note

Other (please specify)
Language skills
German

English

French

Italian

Russian

Spanish

Other Language

Place / date

16.2

Print

please specify

This is a non-binding inquiry form.
We will draw up a specific quotation based on your requirements listed above within
three working days and send you on request comp cards of the available personnel.
colorbirds supplies event personnel exclusively in accordance with the provisions
of the German Temporary Employment Act. The prices charged include the social
security deductions and taxes required by law. Service provision is monitored regularly during the trade fair. Should any personnel supplied for the duration of the trade
fair be unavailable due to illness, they will be replaced at no extra cost.

Company stamp and legally binding signature of exhibitor

Save

Closing date: 6 weeks before the start of the official set-up

Status: June 2021
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■ Terms of booking for event personnel from colorbirds

§ 1 General—scope of application
1.1	colorbirds supplies personnel exclusively on the basis of a temporary employment contract that at the same time includes its standard terms and conditions
(STC). These apply exclusively; any terms conflicting with or deviating from our
STC will not be recognized by us unless we have consented to their applicability explicitly and in writing. Our STC also apply if we render our services even
though we are aware of our client’s terms that conflict with or deviate from our
STC.
1.2	
All agreements deviating from our STC concluded between us, the supplier of
temporary employees, and our client, the hirer, for the purpose of executing the
order are only valid if they have been set out in writing and signed with legal
effect by us. Amendments to the order, collateral agreements and additional
bookings are valid only if they have been set out in writing and signed with legal
effect.
§ 2 Quotation and booking
2.1 The validity of the quotation is noted in the quotation and can be extended upon
mutual agreement.
2.2	A booking takes legal effect when the temporary employment contract has been
signed by both parties.
2.3	By booking the services offered pursuant to point 2.4, the hirer declares himself to agree explicitly and unreservedly to the description of the services and
framework conditions set out in the quotation; in particular, the hirer accepts
our terms of payment and prices as well as the statutory provisions laid down in
the German Temporary Employment Act.
2.4	A booking is deemed to have been accepted by us, the supplier of temporary
employees, when the amount set out in the advance payment invoice has been
credited to our account and colorbirds has not declined acceptance in writing
within two working days of its receipt.

§ 5 Rejection / replacement of temporary employees
If the skills of a temporary employee supplied by us fail to meet the qualifications
5.1	
offered to a considerable degree, the hirer is to notify colorbirds of this without
delay, but on the first day of deployment at the latest. colorbirds will endeavor to
supply an appropriately qualified replacement as soon as possible.
5.2	The hirer is moreover authorized to reject a temporary employee upon written
notification to colorbirds if there is evident reason entitling colorbirds to dismiss
the temporary employee without notice (§ 626 BGB).
5.3	In any case of rejection, colorbirds is entitled to supply the hirer with other,
equally qualified temporary employees. Exercise of this right of rejection does
not entitle the hirer to reduce the contractually agreed remuneration.
§ 6 Liability
	In principle, we are liable only for the qualifications of the employees we hire out
as specified in the contract insofar as the statutory provisions do not prescribe
anything to the contrary.
§ 7 Terms of payment
	The terms of payment are governed by the terms set out in the quotation and by
these STC.
§ 8 Applicable law
	The temporary employment contract is subject solely to German law. The place
of jurisdiction for all disputes arising from and in connection with the contractual
relationship between colorbirds and the hirer is Munich.
Munich, January 2018

§ 3 Cancellation of temporary employment contract
The
	 temporary employment contract has a limited term and does not therefore
need to be cancelled. The right of the contracting parties to cancellation for
good cause pursuant to § 626 BGB (German Civil Code) remains unaffected by
this.
§ 4 Inability of personnel to work / Withdrawal from contract
	If a temporary employee fails to start work at all or on time contrary to the
agreement, the hirer is to notify colorbirds of this immediately. colorbirds will do
everything in its power to supply a replacement at short notice. Should this be
impossible, colorbirds will be released from the contract concerned and reduce
the price charged to the client accordingly.
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